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David Osage is a dangerous man with a dangerous past, but these days he's just trying to keep his head down, driving big rigs.
One night he saddles himself with a hitchhiker, a nuisance who's more than she seems. And that's when everything changes.No
one was ready for an alien invasion. Death is raining from the sky and the only question left is do you run, fight, or submit.For
David Osage and his family, answering is as easy as giving the alien invaders the finger.
The world didn’t end with a bang, and it didn’t go out in a ball of fire. But in some strange way, freezing destroyed the world as we
knew it. When I suddenly find myself surrounded by frozen people who were full of life only moments before, I realize the aliens
who came to Earth are nowhere near as benevolent as they claimed. Fleeing the horror they’ve unleashed, I'm almost captured
when Cade intervenes to save me. Once best friends, it’s been years since we had any real interaction, but to survive the hideous
monsters hunting us, we’ll have to rely on each other again. As our situation becomes more perilous, I find myself struggling to
come to terms with my past, my terrifying new reality, and my growing love for Cade as we fight to evade the aliens that want more
than our lives… they also want our blood. Young Adult. This book contains some language, violence, and sexual situations.
Recommended for ages sixteen and up. Keywords: Coming of age action adventure horror post apocalyptic love story strong male
lead sci fi and contemporary fantasy alien invasion supernatural dystopian suspense strong heroine supernatural thriller suspense
romantic urban fantasy young adult paranormal romance alien romance thriller mystery mythical creatures psychic powers mystery
forbidden love young adult horror contemporary fantasy dystopian love story mystical creatures enemies to lovers strong male
lead new adult contemporary fantasy survival fiction teen.
Can a girl who risks her life for books and an alien who loves pop music work together to save humanity? A beautiful and thrilling
debut novel for fans of Marie Lu and Veronica Roth. Two years ago, a misunderstanding between the leaders of Earth and the
invading Ilori resulted in the deaths of one-third of the world’s population. Today, seventeen-year-old Ellie Baker survives in an
Ilori-controlled center in New York City. With humans deemed dangerously volatile because of their initial reaction to the invasion,
emotional expression can be grounds for execution. Music, art and books are illegal, but Ellie still keeps a secret library. When
young Ilori commander M0Rr1S finds Ellie’s library, he’s duty-bound to deliver her for execution. The trouble is, he finds himself
drawn to human music and in desperate need of more. Humanity’s fate rests in the hands of an alien Ellie should fear, but
M0Rr1S has a potential solution—thousands of miles away. The two embark on a wild and dangerous journey with a bag of books
and their favorite albums, all the while creating a story and a song of their own that just might save them both.
BEING A HERO ISN'T A WALK ON MARS! Alexander S. Ryker dreams of becoming a hero, but dreams are hard to achieve when
you’ve caused several million credits worth of property damage. Being expelled from the Mars Police Academy isn’t helping his
case. Crushed, Alex encounters a girl named Gabrielle Angelise in a meeting that will change his life forever. Gabrielle is an alien!
She’s also on the run. Alex wonders if this is the chance that he’s been waiting for, the chance to finally become a hero.
Opportunities like this don’t come often, or ever, and so Alex steps up to protect Gabrielle and make his dream a reality. He will
become a hero—if the strain from living with an alien bombshell doesn’t kill him first!
She got more than she bargained for. When Serena comes to Trangor to participate in the First Hunt, the last thing she expects is
to find herself forced to marry an Ordosian... or be executed. She knows nothing of his people, nothing of him, except that he's got
fangs, scales, and a crazy long tail. Serena only has to play the part of being a wife for six months, and then she'll be free to leave.
But Szaro seems to have other plans. He's big, intimidating, and definitely not human. Yet, how can she remain indifferent when
he does everything to please her? From the moment he lays eyes on Serena, Szaro is fascinated by the delicate human female.
Deceptively fragile in appearance, she's a fearless and skilled hunter. The lingering taste of her scent on his tongue is intoxicating.
Claiming her to save her life is no hardship for him. Overcoming their differences and convincing her to stay willingly is a challenge
he relishes. But will that prove more than either of them can handle?
The people of Texas were living normally when they received a surprising visit from an extra terrestrial leader of a dark galaxy
attacking Texas and making this invasion only the beginning to conquer Earth. The army couldn't stop him, but out of nowhere,
some human mortals who lived on Earth have been developing the power of controlling elements like fire and water. They faced
that monster again and again in battles reviving the era of epics. Many legendary creatures aided that dark leader while the heroes
to be doing their best to defend their planet and stop the invasion that would end the human race.
I won't be forced into alien servitude.I've spent my life mucking out the houses of the rich and famous. I know what they're really
like.They think they can take whatever they want.I learned that the hard way.Royalty? They have got to be worse.I'm not interested
in any of them, not even an alien prince.I was supposed to be heading to another planet for a one-year housekeeping
contract.Instead he bought me out.Does he think he can own me?I don't want him. I won't submit to him.So why is he so ...
nice?Niall is unlike any rich guy I've ever known, but I still can't trust him.Not even when he treats me well.He calls me his fated
mate!But he's an alien prince and I'm a housekeeper. We don't belong together.So why do I want to kiss him more than I want my
next breath?Hop on to the space ship for Maid for an Alien Prince where a smart and tough human housekeeper meets her fated
mate in the form of an alien price!
Hell Squad soldier Gabe Jackson has lost everything that mattered, including his twin brother. Now he just wants to kill the
invading aliens anyway he knows how...and he knows a lot of ways. Previously part of a secret Army super-soldier project, he's
faster, stronger, deadlier...but on the inside, he's a mass of rage, and pain, and grief-all waiting for a chance to drag him under.
Until he finds her. Dr. Emerson Green had her life planned: thrive in the high-stress environment of the ER, build her career, have
a great life. Then the raptor alien invasion happened. Now she's the head of the medical team for the secret base sheltering
human survivors outside of Sydney. She's also in charge of patching up the soldiers who get too close to raptor claws. She'd never
planned for this...and she'd never planned for sexy, brooding Gabe Jackson. As Emerson uncovers clues to the aliens' secret
plans for the human race, she and Gabe collide in a storm of volatile passion. But the brooding soldier is as stubborn as he is
silent, and Emerson knows she must convince him to reach out to her...because Gabe is a ticking time bomb about to go off.

A devastating raid on a drug cartel by the Colombian Army sets events in motion that could end in catastrophe. The
criminal 252 Syndicate's search for an alternate supplier to broker cocaine to two mysterious customers ends in a
botched deal with a vicious Honduran cartel. Their boat is seized, the two buyers, actually alien infiltrators, are taken
hostage, and the technology they possess presents a lethal threat to humanity. Conventional solutions are not an option.
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The 252s will mount an attack to seize the technology for themselves in five days, and the alien presence on Earth must
be hidden to avoid a worldwide panic. The newly upgraded Coast Guard cutter Kauai is the only U.S. asset in position
with a chance of covertly extracting the boat, its alien passengers, and their embedded technology in time. But the odds
against success are very long. And the consequences of failure are disastrous for the world and horrifying for Kauai's
crew.
Former smuggler Celie Cameron misses the thrill of adventure. When a routine delivery goes haywire, throwing her into
the arms of handsome space pilot Rurick--an android--Celie suddenly finds herself embroiled in some galaxy-spanning
intrigue and deception. Original.
She's everything I shouldn't want. I capture her anyway.What humans hail an invasion we call Garrison Earth: a mission
to save our species from extinction. But while my warriors will soon have the stomachs of their new mates swell with
daughters, I know this planet holds nothing for me.Until a fierce, red-haired female points her gun with her eyes blazing
fire, and I know I have found my mate. A bullet and a tranquilizer pad later, I carry her in my arms. Against my better
judgment.But who argues fate?With a mission at the brink of failure, I have no time to wait around until Eden is willing to
bond. I took her freedom. Might have taken her family. Taking her body is my obligation.I am a male without conscience.
Incapable of love. No one has ever pierced my cold heart. No one ever will.Not even her. Captured is the first book in this
interconnected romance series, following the Vetusian invasion and how it changes Earth over the course of two
decades. If you enjoy strong women, devoted aliens, fated mates, and hard-earned happily ever after's with no
cliffhangers, you'll love Garrison Earth.Author Note: The entire Garrison Earth series touches on subjects such as
captivity, drug abuse, forced prostitution, loss of loved ones, human trafficking, rough handling, and violence. Any reader
uncomfortable with the harsh realities of an alien invasion should please consider before purchase.
Battle-hardened soldier Cruz Ramos is running on empty. As second-in-command of the deadliest commando squad
fighting the invading aliens, he doesn't know why he's fighting anymore. He's seen too much destruction, devastation,
and far too much death. Still, every day he goes out to protect those humans left, and every day the growing numbness
threatens to take over. Until a mysterious woman emerges from the ruins of destroyed Sydney and saves him from a
pack of rampaging aliens. Santha Kade has one goal: revenge. The raptors who have devastated the Earth have taken
everything from her: her team, her home, her beloved sister. Santha-a former police officer-has spent a year alone in the
ruined city, waging her own guerrilla war. Sure, she might get lonely sometimes, but she doesn't have room for anything
but vengeance. Not even for a sexy soldier with liquid brown eyes, a bone-melting accent, and a face designed to drive a
woman wild. But as Cruz and Santha join forces to rescue human hostages from the aliens, their explosive attraction is
impossible to resist. Can these two warriors survive long enough to find something worth living for?
In the aftermath of a deadly alien invasion, a band of survivors fights on... Survivors contains three action-packed
novellas in the Hell Squad series. Includes: Nate - Long before the aliens invaded, former Marine Nate Caldwell came
home a broken man. Going off-grid in a cabin he inherited in Australia's Blue Mountains, he survived the invasion with
only his dog Blue for company. For two years, he's avoided the aliens and any survivors - he's done his fighting and can't
go into battle again. But when a young woman crashes into his lonely existence, with the aliens hot on her heels, she
changes everything... Dak - Captain Dak Vaughn only has room for his job as head of security for Groom Lake Base. His
focus has to be on keeping all the survivors alive, and not on the tough, attractive new recruit who gets under his skin.
But when a dangerous mission requires them to go deep into alien territory, Dak finds himself up close and personal with
a woman who is pure temptation. Alexander - Marine engineer turned base leader, Alexander Erickson, leads a tiny base
of survivors in the snowy climes of Norway. Balancing the needs and safety of his group keeps him busy, and he longs
for someone to share the load, someone to call his own. The one independent woman he wants refuses to see him as
anything more than a leader and a younger man. But when mysterious alien activity encroaches on their safety, they will
join forces to investigate and Alexander might finally have his chance.
Pacific Rim meets The Martian in the explosive follow-up to Sleeping Giants (“One of the most promising series kickoffs
in recent memory.”—NPR) and Waking Gods (“Pure, unadulterated literary escapism.”—Kirkus Reviews). Brilliant scientist
Rose Franklin has devoted her adult life to solving the mystery she accidentally stumbled upon as a child: a huge metal
hand buried beneath the ground outside Deadwood, South Dakota. The discovery set in motion a cataclysmic chain of
events with geopolitical ramifications. Rose and the Earth Defense Corps raced to master the enigmatic technology, as
giant robots suddenly descended on Earth’s most populous cities, killing one hundred million people in the process.
Though Rose and her team were able to fend off the attack, their victory was short-lived. The mysterious invaders
retreated, disappearing from the shattered planet . . . but they took the scientist and her crew with them. Now, after nearly
ten years on another world, Rose returns to find a devastating new war—this time between humans. America and Russia
are locked in combat, fighting to fill the power vacuum left behind after the invasion. Families are torn apart, friends
become bitter enemies, and countries collapse in the wake of the battling superpowers. It appears the aliens left behind
their titanic death machines so humankind will obliterate itself. Rose is determined to find a solution, whatever it takes.
But will she become a pawn in a doomsday game no one can win? Praise for Only Human “Packing a surprisingly
powerful thematic punch, this novel is an addictive blend of science fiction, apocalyptic thriller, and chillingly timely
cautionary tale. Two (giant, robotic) thumbs up!”—Kirkus Reviews “Boasting a winning combination of briskly paced
action and futuristic dystopia tempered by cautious optimism, Only Human brings a fitting, satisfying end to the Themis
Files series.”—RT Book Reviews “This action-packed tale with apocalyptic stakes is a fitting finale to this wonderfully
cinematic series.”—Publishers Weekly “Series fans will be eager for Neuvel’s ever-so-satisfying conclusion to his riproaring science-fiction adventure tale.”—Booklist Don’t miss any of The Themis Files by Sylvain Neuvel: SLEEPING
GIANTS | WAKING GODS | ONLY HUMAN
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Big, bad and purple. It was supposed to be a simple job. Grab some specimens from Earth and sell them on the
interstellar black markets. In and out, with no one the wiser, except Tren accidentally abducts a human. A barbaric
female, who doesn't know how to be quiet and obey. That will affect her selling price especially since she only possesses
two breasts, and a single mouth. Yet, in spite of her shortcomings there is something about her spitfire nature that
intrigues him. Maybe he should keep her. He's definitely not keen on getting rid of her after he seduces her. A space
pirate doesn't usually fall in love, but when an enemy decides to take Megan, Tren realizes he will do anything to get her
back Alien Abduction series: Accidental Abduction, Intentional Abduction, Dual Abduction, Mercenary Abduction, Heroic
Abduction, Holiday Abduction, Reader Abduction, Reverse Abduction Genre: science fiction romance, space opera,
comedy, humor, space adventure, space exploration, sci-fi romance, fantasy romance, paranormal romance, futuristic
romance, alpha male
CONNIE I have a purple stalker. I don't know what possessed me to hit the Xarc'n warrior with my bat, but now I have a
stalker--a big purple stalker with fangs and horns. And to make things worse, I can't go back to New Franklin. After my
first night out on my own, I wake up all wrapped up and cuddly with a certain possessive hunter. He purrs like a giant cat
and vows to protect me. And to top it all off, he has a pet squirrel. A freakin' pet squirrel! The "Jerk" claims he can't let go
of me, but I don't buy it. I'm no squirrel, and I don't intend to be his pet. Not even when he claims I belong with him and
promises to protect me forever. JORG'K Killing the scourge is my calling, and I revel in every violent encounter. Hunters
are created with strong instincts to protect, but mine never fully manifested. I just wanted to fight. I never understood why
some hunters wanted anything more. Until now. I can't get the little human out of my head. She attacks me with her
wooden club, and I realize she's all I ever wanted. My brave female watches me as I fight the deadly scourge, so I give
her a show of my strength and skills. I will convince her to be my mate. I have to. The mating bond has chosen, and it is
never wrong!
Atlan Warlord Jorik guards the Coalition Fleet's Processing Center on Earth, protecting warriors and brides without mercy or distraction...until
he sees Gabriela. She is everything the beast within him craves. Soft. Curved. Unafraid. He dreams of courting her properly, wooing her into
accepting his beast's claim, and making her his—body and soul. Danger strikes and his beast takes control—resulting in his immediate removal
from Earth. From Gabriela. Gabriela fell in love with an alien Warlord who fought to save her life, then disappeared, only to learn he was later
killed in a battle with the Hive. She moves on with her life as best she can, with one beautiful reminder of their time together. A baby. When
she learns Jorik isn't dead, but banished to the Colony, she and the baby are sent to find him. The problem? He's not just contaminated, he's
been newly matched by the Interstellar Brides Program. And not to her. If you love romance in the style of Nalini Singh, Christine Feehan,
J.R. Ward, Lara Adrian, S. E. Smith, and out-of-this world outer space adventures like The Expanse, Star Trek, Star Wars and Stargate, be
sure to read USAT Bestselling Author Grace Goodwin's exciting science fiction and paranormal book series! Aliens, adventure, and hot
romance all in one place! Over one MILLION books sold! **Tags: alien romance, sci-fi romance, science fiction romance, paranormal
romance, psychic romance, shifter, space fleet, space opera, interstellar brides, mail-order bride, arranged marriage, shifter, mate, alien
mate, fated mate, reverse harem, scifi romance, scifi alien romance, scifi harem, The Colony, IBP, Prillon, Warrior, Atlan, Warlord, Everis,
Hunter, Cyborg, Viken, Rogue 5, Kronos, Cerberus, Astra, matched mate, Trion, Coalition Fleet.
For fans of Rick Yancey and Marie Lu, Undertow is book one in this much-anticipated, genre-breaking, breath-catching new trilogy for teens
from New York Times bestselling author Michael Buckley in which a 16-year-old girl is caught in an epic clash of civilizations when a society
of undersea warriors march out of the ocean into modern-day Coney Island.
Eighteen science fiction stories deal with love, madness, and death on Mars, Venus, and in space.
Robyn is a woman of medicine with a heart seeking companionship. She had no idea she would find her love in two cyborg men who become
much more than the heroes of her heart! Meeting and dating two handsome and intelligent men changed Dr. Robyn Atkinson's view of
relationships. But waking up the next morning with two consorts wasn't the only surprise that day. She would be thrust into the heat of an
alien attack, one that would shape the future of humanity—and the future of their relationship. Would they be able to survive this invasion
together, or would it ultimately destroy the very delicate foundation they were attempting to build? A stand-alone story with guaranteed HEA!
--- SEARCH TERMS: cyborg romance, cyborg menage romance, hot cyborgs, alien menage romance, menage erotica romance, mfm with
mm, a trois romance, interracial love triangle romance, alpha male alien romance, alpha male romance, scifi alien romance, alien abduction
romance, alpha male aliens, alien fantasy books, alien romance, aliens, scifi romance, Space opera romance, science fiction romance,
steamy science fiction romance, hot aliens, fantasy alien romance, paranormal romance, military science fiction books, paranormal with sex,
fantasy fiction, psychic romance, steamy paranormal romance
Extinction was just the beginning... Clover Martinez has always been a survivor, which is the reason she isn't among the dead when aliens
invade and destroy Earth as she knows it. Clover is convinced she's the only one left until she hears a voice on the radio urging her to go to
the former Area 51. When she arrives, she's greeted by a band of misfits who call themselves The Last Teenagers on Earth. Only they aren't
the ragtag group of heroes Clover was expecting. The seven strangers seem more interested in pretending the world didn't end than fighting
back, and Clover starts to wonder if she was better off alone. But when she finds a hidden spaceship within the walls of the compound, she
doesn't know what to believe...or who to trust. Praise for The Last 8: "A sci-fi romp."—Kirkus "The Walking Dead meets Alien...teens will want
to follow Clover on her next adventure!"— Zoraida Córdova, author of the Brooklyn Brujas series
I'm supposed to care for a kid, not create one!Space needs nurses. That's what they told me, and that's why I agreed to go.They say Raider
is the last place I want to end up, but I'm up to the challenge.I'll care for the warlord's child.One problem.He wants me to make said child.With
him.No. Not happening. Never.I'm not selling my body to some brute!But Kain isn't the brute I imagined. And the longer I'm on Raider, the
longer I wonder if belonging to him would be so bad.I don't need tricks to find a woman.Compassionate. Smart. Beautiful. Abby is all these
things.But she's not willing, and I won't force her. If I send her back, IEP will just pass her off to another planet.I can't put her in that
situation.As I get to know her, I want her more and more. My body knows she's my fated mated. I don't want her to merely be a surrogate.I
want a family with her.Once she's given me a child, she'll be allowed to leave Raider and never return.What will it take to get her to
stay?Nurse For An Alien Warrior is a steamy alien romance featuring a warrior hero and the compassionate human nurse who awakens the
mating gene within him.
Presents the behind-the-scenes details of the motion picture, featuring interviews, concept art, the visual effects process, and profiles of the
cast and crew.
As the battle against the invading aliens intensifies, a group of bad boy bikers and mercenaries will stand and fight for humanity's
survival...Squad Three berserker Griff lived through hell long before the alien invasion. Once, he'd been a dedicated cop, but then in a gutwrenching betrayal, he ended up behind bars in a supermax prison. After the aliens invaded, he managed to escape and join the soldiers
fighting back...and came face to face with his best friend's little sister-the bold, vibrant, off-limits woman he's always wanted. Now the
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beautiful, tattooed Indy is his squad's comms officer...and she hates his guts.Indy Bennett lost her parents and brother in the alien attack, and
every day, she vows to suck the marrow out of life. She's also doing her bit in the fight, as Squad Three's comms officer, even if it means
seeing the man who broke her young heart. Griff was once her brother's best friend, a boy she adored, but now she knows she needs to
steer clear of the hard-edged man who still draws her like a moth to a flame.Griff vows to claim Indy as his. The only problem is, Indy is
having none of it. As their fiery attraction explodes, they find themselves embroiled in the hunt for the aliens' unexplained octagon weapon,
and a mysterious survivor town where all is not what it seems. Both Griff and Indy will have to learn to let go of the hurts of the past if they
have any chance of not just surviving, but having a future.
Miles Stone and his unusual partner Alice fight for survival in a future world devastated by war. Together they begin to construct a powerful
weapon, but what horrors will await them after its completion?
In this steamy, suspenseful new novel from RITA Award–winning author Linnea Sinclair, a dangerously sexy space commander and an
irresistibly earthy Florida police detective pair up to save the civilized galaxy . . . but can they save themselves from each other? Bahia Vista
homicide detective Theo Petrakos thought he’d seen it all. Then a mummified corpse and a room full of futuristic hardware sends Guardian
Force commander Jorie Mikkalah into his life. Before the night’s through, he’s become her unofficial partner—and official prisoner—in a race
to save the earth. And that’s only the start of his troubles. Jorie’s mission is to stop a deadly infestation of biomechanical organisms from
using Earth as its breeding ground. If she succeeds, she could save a world and win a captaincy. But she’ll need Theo’s help, even if their
unlikely partnership does threaten to set off an intergalactic incident. Because if she fails, she’ll lose not just a planet and a promotion, but a
man who’s become far more important to her than she cares to admit. From the Paperback edition.
Roth Masters is a protector to the bone. Driven by the losses of his past, he fights side-by-side with Hell Squad to protect the human
survivors of the alien invasion. As leader of Squad Nine, he and his team are known for their perfect timing in a firefight. But Roth knows they
need more intel on the raptor invaders-something to turn the tide of the battle. And he knows the woman he rescued from an alien facility is
hiding secrets he desperately wants to uncover. Former Coalition Central Intelligence Agent Avery Stillman is still adjusting to her new life.
Left with terrible gaps in her memory, she has vague recollections of failed negotiations with the aliens, the invasion, and after that...nothing.
Until a hard-bodied soldier pulled her from a tank in an alien lab. Now she's trying desperately to remember, to help fight back, and also
battling the crazy attraction to the man who keeps pushing her for things she can't remember. Soon Roth finds himself torn between his duty
and keeping the strong woman he's falling for safe. As the pair head into alien territory to investigate, they are attacked and crash land alone,
far from base. They have to work together to survive the aliens, but when Avery finally remembers everything...her secrets could annihilate all
they hold dear.
Liam has wanted Andrea ever since the moment he saw her, but she's human and he is drakoni. He must keep his mental walls strong by
giving up everything that makes him a dragon. That means no telepathy, no fire breathing and no battle form, and he certainly can't take a
mate. When Andrea's brother escapes the fort, though, she needs help tracking him down. That means Liam will be alone with her, breathing
in her scent, and it may be too much for him to control.
A handsome blond stranger shows up at Kimi Wicker's place of work claiming to be her mate. But he also claims to be from another world.
She does what any sane woman would do in her situation. She runs. Tagging along are her two best friends and a feisty tabby cat. No one
could anticipate the second stranger showing up, one with a completely different agenda. Kimi and her friends are abducted by the second
man, a vampire, then tortured and abandoned on a hostile alien world. Given only the clothes on their back, they must now try to find a way
back home again. One man will do everything in his power to see Kimi and her friends are brought safely back home, even sacrifice his own
life. The second man wants Kimi and her mate to suffer, alive, but forever out of reach of each other. Kimi and her friends must work together
against astronomical odds for any hope of surviving this nightmare.
In the year 2280, an alien fleet attacked the Earth.Their weapons were unstoppable, their defenses unbreakable.Our technology was inferior,
our militaries overwhelmed.Only one starship escaped before civilization fell.Earth was lost.It was never forgotten.Fifty-two years have
passed.A message from home has been received.The time to fight for what is ours has come.Welcome to the rebellion.
The classic postapocalyptic thriller with “all the reality of a vividly realized nightmare” (The Times, London). Triffids are odd, interesting little
plants that grow in everyone’s garden. Triffids are no more than mere curiosities—until an event occurs that alters human life forever. What
seems to be a spectacular meteor shower turns into a bizarre, green inferno that blinds everyone and renders humankind helpless. What
follows is even stranger: spores from the inferno cause the triffids to suddenly take on a life of their own. They become large, crawling
vegetation, with the ability to uproot and roam about the country, attacking humans and inflicting pain and agony. William Masen somehow
managed to escape being blinded in the inferno, and now after leaving the hospital, he is one of the few survivors who can see. And he may
be the only one who can save his species from chaos and eventual extinction . . . With more than a million copies sold, The Day of the Triffids
is a landmark of speculative fiction, and “an outstanding and entertaining novel” (Library Journal). “A thoroughly English apocalypse, it rivals
H. G. Wells in conveying how the everyday invaded by the alien would feel. No wonder Stephen King admires Wyndham so much.” —Ramsey
Campbell “One of my all-time favorite novels. It’s absolutely convincing, full of little telling details, and that sweet, warm sensation of horror
and mystery.” —Joe R. Lansdale
I can't trust an alien man after what was done to my sister.June became an alien bride when I was fifteen. She died on Tracorox six years
later.Now I'm responsible for her child, and I'm determined to find out how she really died.Accident? I don't think so. I joined IEP to get off
Earth and find information about my sister. I never expected to find a mate of my own.Soren, the alien doctor, makes me burn with need.I've
never wanted any man - or alien - before. But I can't deny the way he makes me feel.If I become his mate, will I be able to find justice for my
sister?I've been hurt by love before.I've been played. Used. I'm done with love.Until Maya brings her nephew in for medical care.The human
woman is a mystery, one I'm determined to solve.The mating gene has me in its grasp, and I don't want to escape.But she's determined to
leave the planet.And me.I need to earn her trust and her heart.If she can't put her faith in me, she'll never be my mate.But if can't trust her, I'll
lose her before I ever have the chance to claim her.Teacher for the Alien Doctor is a 75,000 word alien romance novel featuring a princely
doctor, his fated mate, and an adopted nephew that shows them the family they can be.

Gabe Fuentes is in a race against time—and aliens—in this intergalactic sequel to Ambassador, which Booklist called “an
exciting sci-fi adventure, perceptively exploring what it means to be alien,” from National Book Award winner William
Alexander. When we last left Earth’s Ambassador, Gabe Fuentes, he was stranded on the moon. And when he’s
rescued by Kaen, another Ambassador, things don’t get better: It turns out that the Outlast— a race of aliens that has
been systematically wiping out all other creatures—are coming. And they’ve set their sights on Earth. Enter Nadia. She
was Earth’s Ambassador before Gabe, but left her post in order to stop the Outlast. Nadia has discovered that the
Outlast can conquer worlds by travelling fast through lanes created by the mysterious Machinae. No one has
communicated with the Machinae in centuries, but Nadia is determined to try, and Gabe and Kaen want to help her. But
the three Ambassadors don’t know that the Outlast have discovered what they are doing, and have sent assassins to
track them down. As Nadia heads deeper into space to find the Machinae, Gabe and Kaen return to Earth, where Gabe
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is trying to find another type of alien—his father, who was deported to Mexico, and who Gabe is desperate to bring home.
From a detention center in the center of the Arizona desert to the Embassy in the center of the galaxy, the three
Ambassadors race against time to save their worlds in this exciting, funny, mind-bending adventure.
This is the report on how aliens live on their planet. It is assumed to be written in the 34th Century. A reporter from Earth
writes it after he voyaged to aliens' planet. Aliens have their wisdom. It is not the same as the Earthlings' wisdom. Their
wisdom makes them naturally angry.When Earthlings start to visit aliens' planet, some aliens learn Earthlings' wisdom.
They use it to mitigate their wrathful nature. Our reporter does thorough research on aliens' culture. He specializes in a
landlord-tenant relationship through an alien named Setifokasi. Setifokasi is among a few aliens who use the visitors'
wisdom.
STEAMY HOT SCI-FI ALIEN ROMANCE COLLECTION 5 Standalone Romance Short Stories With No Cliffhanger
Cyborg Heart Sometimes being broken makes you come back stronger! Reilly MacAllister is a scientist that has just
made a breakthrough that will change the world forever. To her shock, this makes her a prime target in a sudden, brutal
alien invasion of the Earth. With Maksim, a rough-edged, cybernetically-enhanced mercenary to protect her, she must do
whatever it takes to escape the rapidly advancing alien forces so she can get her all-important data into the right hands.
Can she survive the ruin of America's capital? Is there still a chance to save herself and humanity? And which is truly the
greater danger, the inhuman hordes or the fascinating darkness she sees lurking beneath her bodyguard's eyes?
Precious Cargo Captain Leticia “Tish” Williams doesn’t pick up passengers but when Fleet U’rbech, a handsome blueskinned alien, makes her an offer she can’t refuse, Tish finds herself with a companion who might be more trouble than
he’s worth. Captain Leticia “Tish” Williams is a down-on-her-luck freighter pilot, stubbornly holding onto her father’s
cargo ship while her fiancé, a high ranking officer in the Intergalactic Alliance, begs her to give it up and get a good,
steady government job. Tish’s life gets only more complicated when she picks up a passenger, Dr. Fleet U’rbech—a
sexy, blue-skinned alien with a secret—he is number one on the Intergalactic Alliance’s most wanted list. Tish and Fleet
have to flee across the galaxy on a mission to save his home planet, dodging asteroids, IG ships and an indescribable
attraction that becomes more and more electric as they near Fleet’s home planet. Can Tish deliver her cargo and
passenger without succumbing to his alien charms? Cyborg Love All the cyborgs want is the chance to live, but they
have to fight for it. Cyborgs aren’t meant to live. They’re monsters, created by the Government to fight. When they went
wrong, they should have been killed there and then... Eve hates the cyborg army because they killed her brother. She
doesn’t care that they’ve got a consciousness; she doesn't consider them human. They shouldn’t be here anymore.
However, her path for revenge leads her to the very hot Javier, a cyborg that teaches her she isn’t always right. As he
takes her on a journey she wasn’t expecting, she learns that maybe she hasn’t ever been supporting the right side. As
more shocks and secrets are revealed, she recognizes the world needs a massive change, and that she might have to
help make that change come about. Taken by the Aliens Young, beautiful Tessa Sealand goes into space to find
adventure. As a stowaway in a space carrier she is apprehended as soon as she reaches Station One, on the farthest
Edge of human known space. She is arrested and put into the brig. From there things can only go up. Released from the
brig and working at a lowly perfume stall, she becomes embroiled in an altercation that threatens the security of Station
One, and could have intergalactic repercussions! When it starts looking like dangerous terrorists are trying to kill her she
has the bad timing to fall in love with not one, but two aliens! She had not been looking for love, but cannot help how she
feels. As the danger deepens and her relationship with the two aliens deepens, she begins to wonder whether she will
live to explore the new reaches of her heart. Well, Tessa has always believed that space is filled with possibilities. She
now has possibilities! Her Cyborg Heroes Robyn is a woman of medicine with a heart seeking companionship. She had
no idea she would find her love in two cyborg men who become much more than the heroes of her heart! Meeting and
dating two handsome and intelligent men changed Dr. Robyn Atkinson’s view of relationships. But waking up the next
morning with two consorts wasn't the only surprise that day. She would be thrust into the heat of an alien attack, one that
would shape the future of humanity—and the future of their relationship. Would they be able to survive this invasion
together, or would it ultimately destroy the very delicate foundation they were attempting to build?
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing
bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the
invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across
England, the locals must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one
of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction novel was first published in
book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English literature.
“If China Miéville, Neil Gaiman and Hunter S. Thompson had a ménage à trois, Dead Boys would be the lovechild. A
cracking book.” —Jay Kristoff, author of Stormdancer A decade dead, Jacob Campbell is a preservationist, providing a
kind of taxidermy to keep his clients looking lifelike for as long as the forces of entropy will allow. But in the Land of the
Dead, where the currency is time itself and there is little for corpses to do but drink, thieve, and gamble eternity away,
Jacob abandons his home and his fortune for an opportunity to meet the man who cheated the rules of life and death
entirely. According to legend, the Living Man is the only adventurer to ever cross into the underworld without dying first.
It’s rumored he met his end somewhere in the labyrinth of pubs beneath Dead City’s streets, disappearing without a
trace. Now Jacob’s vow to find the Living Man and follow him back to the land of the living sends him on a perilous
journey through an underworld where the only certainty is decay. Accompanying him are the boy Remington, an innocent
with mysterious powers over the bones of the dead, and the hanged man Leopold l’Eclair, a flamboyant rogue whose
criminal ambitions spark the undesired attention of the shadowy ruler known as the Magnate. An ambitious debut that
mingles the fantastic with the philosophical, Dead Boys twists the well-worn epic quest into a compelling, one-of-a-kind
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work of weird fiction that transcends genre, recalling the novels of China Miéville and Neil Gaiman. Skyhorse Publishing,
under our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of titles for readers interested in science
fiction (space opera, time travel, hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and sorcery,
contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror (zombies, vampires, and the occult and
supernatural), and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national
bestseller, or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books from a diverse group of
authors.
Sienna Rossi has always been a mix of contradictions. She loves ice cream, likes cooking, and is skilled at taking down
aliens with her squad. Sweet and tough, soldier and woman, most people can't seem to make sense of her...even the
loving family she lost in the invasion and especially men. One man accepts her as she is, her best friend Theron. But the
big, silent, muscled soldier has her firmly in the 'friends' zone...except that Sienna knows he wants her, and she's
determined to claim the stubborn man as hers. Theron Wade lives to fight aliens. They killed his parents, his foster
siblings, and his fellow Rangers. Now he has a new team-the tough, mostly-female Squad Nine. But one certain female
haunts his dreams and stars in his darkest fantasies. Sienna is his sunshine in the darkness. He wants to her to be
happy...and he knows that would never be with a man like him. A man with darker, rougher tastes that would shock her.
As Squad Nine works to track and destroy a dangerous alien device, best friends collide. Theron introduces Sienna to a
world of rough, edgy passion that she craves. But as a mission goes off track, the two of them will risk everything for love,
for their lives, and to save the world.
Appointed Earth's ambassador to the universe, twelve-year-old Gabe Fuentes faces two sets of "alien" problems when
he discovers his parents are illegal aliens and face deportation and the Earth is in the path of a destructive alien force
causing multiple mass extinctions.
In the aftermath of a deadly alien invasion, a band of survivors fights on... In a world gone to hell, Elle Milton-once the
darling of the Sydney social scene-has carved a role for herself as the communications officer for the toughest
commando team fighting for humanity's survival-Hell Squad. It's her chance to make a difference and make up for
horrible past mistakes...despite the fact that its battle-hardened commander never wanted her on his team. When Hell
Squad is tasked with destroying a strategic alien facility, Elle knows they need her skills in the field. But first she must go
head to head with Marcus Steele and convince him she won't be a liability. Marcus Steele is a warrior through and
through. He fights to protect the innocent and give the human race a chance to survive. And that includes the beautiful,
gutsy Elle who twists him up inside with a single look. The last thing he wants is to take her into a warzone, but soon they
are thrown together battling both the alien invaders and their overwhelming attraction. And Marcus will learn just how
much he'll sacrifice to keep her safe.
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